
Name: Riley Cooper

Height: 6-4 

Weight: 222

School: Florida

Year: Senior

Date: 12/5/2009

Opponent: Alabama

Score: 13-32

Location: Georgia Dome

Surface: Field Turf

Climate: Indoors

Temperature: Temperat

The Gut Check's WR Checklist Analysis

Can physically break jam [2pts]: Yes

Can use elusiveness to break jam [2pts]: No

Uses body to shield defender from the ball [3pts]: Yes

Creates separation with burst out of breaks [5pts]: Yes

Gains noticeable separation on intermediate/deep routes [2pts]: Yes

Runs precise routes [5pts]: No

Finds opening in zone coverage [5pts]: Yes

Adjusts to QB when play breaks down [3pts]: Yes

Awareness of sideline [2pts]: Yes

Catches ball with hands first [5pts]: Yes

Adjusts to the ball in the air [2pts]: Yes

Catches ball well with back to the line of scrimmage [2pts]: Yes

Catches ball in tight coverage [5pts]: No

Catches ball in high traffic areas [3pts]: No

Consistently holds onto the ball when hit [4pts]: Yes

Demonstrates ability to make difficult catch [1pt]: Yes

Makes receptions on catch able balls consistently [5pts]: Yes

Effective lower body jukes while on the run [2pts]: Yes

Effective upper body jukes while on the run [2pts]: No

Avoids direct shots [2pts]: Yes

Effective stop-start movements [2pts]: No

Effective lateral movement [2pts]: No

Demonstrates ability to carry ball with either hand [1pt]: No

Demonstrates ball security [3pts]: Yes

Maintains control of ball when hit [5pts]: Yes

Maintains control of ball in adverse weather conditions [1pt]: N/A

High performance in adverse conditions [1pt]: N/A

Maintains balance when hit head-on [1pt]: Yes

Maintains balance when hit from an indirect angle [2pts]: No

Demonstrates effort with assignments [2pts]: Yes

Demonstrates willingness to block in the open field and on broken plays [2pts]: Yes

Displays patience in traffic (sets up blocks) [1pt]: Yes

Takes good angles away from defenders in the open field [2pts]: Yes

Leg power and drives through arm tackles [1pt]: Yes

Effective stiff arm [1pt]: Yes

Good body lean/Finishes runs [1pts]: Yes

Gains yards after contact/second-third effort runner [2pts]: No

Missed fewer than 10% of opportunitiesr [1pt]: N/A

Performs at high level while playing with an injury [1pt]: N/A

No chronic injuries (Two or more injuries to same body part) [1pt]: N/A

No injuries requiring extensive rehabilitation during college career [5pts]: N/A

Overall Score: 74

Target: 7

Missed Target: 1

Drops: 1

Juggles: 0

Dropped After Contact: 2

Rec: 3

Rec After Contact: 0

Difficult Rec: 0

Rec Yards: 77

Yards After Catch: 51

Yards per Catch: 0

Rec Tds: 0

Yards per Td: 0

Rush Att: 0

Rush Yds: 0

Rush Tds: 0

Fumbles: 0

Game Stats

Separation Score: 12

Routes Score: 10

Receiving Score: 19

Elusiveness Score: 4

BHandling Score: 9

Balance Score: 2

Blocking Score: 4

Vision Score: 3

Power Score: 3

Durability Score: 8

Category Scores



Name: Riley Cooper Date: 12/5/2009 Opponent: Alabama

The Gut Check's WR Scouting Profile

O
verall Strengths

I think Cooper has a lot of potential to be a starting NFL receiver. He is a physical player against press coverage and uses his size to his advantage to get open. He has enough 
speed to separate vertically and he can adjust to the football in the air. He shows some facility with pro style, intermediate routes. He is a good runner in the open field who can dip 
in and out of traffic and he shows good balance to get yardage after contact.  He is a physical player as a blocker and can help on special teams. 

I don't think he's as athletic as Jordy Nelson, but he might be a better receiver. Michael Irvin would be at the top of this spectrum of receivers to compare him to, and I think he's 
has more upside and downfield speed than Malcolm Kelly.

O
verall W

eaknesses

Cooper dropped the tough catches after contact that an NFL receiver needs to make. He has good but not great speed. He needs to prove he can run the entire route tree. Cooper 
also lacks dynamic athleticism to be a huge open field threat.

Separation 

Excellent job off the bump and run on a 1st and 10 pass that Tebow instead attempt to his TE on a crossing route with 3:00 in the 1st QTR. Cooper was lined wide right, which based 
on Tebow's tendencies is not where Tebow is likely to look because he tends to throw better to his left or over the middle. The CB planted his inside hand to the chest of Cooper at 
the snap and the WR used his outside arm to come over the top and chop down the CB's arm as he took an inside position and sprinted past the CB up the seam, using his outside 
arm to push off the defender to get an additional step. By the time he was 20 yards downfield, Cooper had a solid, two steps on the CB, and was visibly frustrated that his QB did 
not spot him on the play. Cooper showed some burst around the corner of a 1st and 10 crossing route that he caught 12 yards downfield. He turned up the right flat, extending his 
separation on the safety and made a nice dip inside of another DB trying to cut off his path 30 yards downfield to get another 20 yards on the play with 3:22 in the half. Good did a 
good job using his outside arm to ward off the jam to get down field before breaking back to the QB to help him out on a comeback that he caught at the left sideline for six yards 
with 13:28 in the 3rd QTR. Riley got separation on a slant route by lowering his shoulder into the CB as he released from the LOS and then cut back to the middle to get a step with 
9:39 in the game.

R
outes 

Cooper got open on an 8-yard hook on 3rd and 4, catching the ball with his hands at his back shoulder in the left flat and turning up field for another four yards.

R
eceiving 

Cooper got open on a nine-yard dig route with 4:10 in the 1st QTR and the QB tried to squeeze the ball between him and the on-coming MLB. Cooper took his eyes off the ball and 
put them on the MLB, and the ball bounced off his outside bicep, flew high into the air and was nearly intercepted. It was a tough situation to have to make a catch, but it is the type 
of play he will need to make if he wants to start in the NFL. His second catch was a 59-yard completion with 3:32 in the half on a 12-yard crossing route that he caught with his 
hands in stride over his insider shoulder at the right hash. He was able to beat the defense down the right hash for another 47 yards. Good job attacking the football on a 3rd and 7 
sideline comeback for six yards, making a diving catch in tight coverage at the sideline with 13:28 in he 3rd QTR. Good job getting low to make the grab and stay inbounds. Cooper 
got open on a curl route in the right flat on 3rd and 12 in with 8:00 in the 3rd QTR, but the QB threw the ball high and away. This forced Cooper to make a leaping attempt for the 
wobbly pass with his arms fully extended. He got both hands on the ball, but as he was about to retract his arms, the DB behind him knocked the ball loose with his hand, 
incomplete. Cooper had two steps on a crossing route to the right flat with 13:38 in the game, but the QB threw the pass low and behind Cooper. Cooper got inside the CB in press 
coverage on a 1st and 10 slant with 9:39 in the game, but the CB reached into Cooper's midsection and ripped the ball away as he was trying to secure the pass close to his body 
with his hands. He needed to extend his arms more to the ball and attack the pass out of this break because of the tighter coverage.

Elusiveness 

Good dip away from a DB 40 yards downfield after catching a 12-yard crossing route and turned the corner in the right flat for a 59-yard gain with 3:22 in the half.

B
all Good job carrying the ball under his left arm after catching an eight-yard hook in the flat on a 3rd and 4 pass late in the 1st QTR, gaining 12 on the play. Although he gained 47 

yards down the right flat on a 59-yard completion with 3:22 in the half, Cooper smartly kept the ball under his left arm because all of the traffic he encountered was coming from the 
sideline until the very end of the play.

B
alance 

Good balance to dip inside of a DB up the right flat and get his leg over the defender's outstretched arm on this 59-yard gain with 3:25 in the half.

B
locking

Good lead block as the second return man on the opening kick off of the second half, getting under the pads of the first Alabama defender to clear a path for his teammate on a 28-
yard return. He made another lead block on a kick off with 9:46 in the 3rd QTR on a 27-yard return.

V
ision 

Cooper did a good job eluding a DB in the open field on a 12-yard crossing route he took another 47 yards down the right flat with 3:22 in the half.

P
ow

er

He used a stiff arm as he veered away from the DB in the right flat about 40 yards downfield of a 12-yard reception on a crossing route with 3:22 in the half.

D
urability 

C
haracter 



Name: Riley Cooper

Height: 6-4 

Weight: 222

School: Florida

Year: Senior

Date: 1/1/2010

Opponent: Cincinnati

Score: 51-24

Location: Sugar Bowl

Surface: Field Turf

Climate: Dome

Temperature: Temperat

The Gut Check's WR Checklist Analysis

Can physically break jam [2pts]: No

Can use elusiveness to break jam [2pts]: No

Uses body to shield defender from the ball [3pts]: Yes

Creates separation with burst out of breaks [5pts]: Yes

Gains noticeable separation on intermediate/deep routes [2pts]: Yes

Runs precise routes [5pts]: Yes

Finds opening in zone coverage [5pts]: Yes

Adjusts to QB when play breaks down [3pts]: Yes

Awareness of sideline [2pts]: Yes

Catches ball with hands first [5pts]: Yes

Adjusts to the ball in the air [2pts]: Yes

Catches ball well with back to the line of scrimmage [2pts]: Yes

Catches ball in tight coverage [5pts]: Yes

Catches ball in high traffic areas [3pts]: Yes

Consistently holds onto the ball when hit [4pts]: Yes

Demonstrates ability to make difficult catch [1pt]: Yes

Makes receptions on catch able balls consistently [5pts]: Yes

Effective lower body jukes while on the run [2pts]: Yes

Effective upper body jukes while on the run [2pts]: No

Avoids direct shots [2pts]: Yes

Effective stop-start movements [2pts]: No

Effective lateral movement [2pts]: No

Demonstrates ability to carry ball with either hand [1pt]: No

Demonstrates ball security [3pts]: No

Maintains control of ball when hit [5pts]: Yes

Maintains control of ball in adverse weather conditions [1pt]: N/A

High performance in adverse conditions [1pt]: N/A

Maintains balance when hit head-on [1pt]: Yes

Maintains balance when hit from an indirect angle [2pts]: No

Demonstrates effort with assignments [2pts]: Yes

Demonstrates willingness to block in the open field and on broken plays [2pts]: Yes

Displays patience in traffic (sets up blocks) [1pt]: Yes

Takes good angles away from defenders in the open field [2pts]: Yes

Leg power and drives through arm tackles [1pt]: Yes

Effective stiff arm [1pt]: No

Good body lean/Finishes runs [1pts]: Yes

Gains yards after contact/second-third effort runner [2pts]: No

Missed fewer than 10% of opportunitiesr [1pt]: N/A

Performs at high level while playing with an injury [1pt]: N/A

No chronic injuries (Two or more injuries to same body part) [1pt]: N/A

No injuries requiring extensive rehabilitation during college career [5pts]: N/A

Overall Score: 81

Target: 8

Missed Target: 1

Drops: 0

Juggles: 0

Dropped After Contact: 0

Rec: 7

Rec After Contact: 0

Difficult Rec: 2

Rec Yards: 181

Yards After Catch: 60

Yards per Catch: 0

Rec Tds: 1

Yards per Td: 0

Rush Att: 0

Rush Yds: 0

Rush Tds: 0

Fumbles: 0

Game Stats

Separation Score: 10

Routes Score: 15

Receiving Score: 27

Elusiveness Score: 4

BHandling Score: 6

Balance Score: 2

Blocking Score: 4

Vision Score: 3

Power Score: 2

Durability Score: 8

Category Scores



Name: Riley Cooper Date: 1/1/2010 Opponent: Cincinnati

The Gut Check's WR Scouting Profile

O
verall Strengths

Good route runner. He sets up defenders in single coverage on deep routes with subtle, but very effective moves to get defenders to turn their hips at the wrong time and either 
break the route or stem past them. He can adjust to the ball in the air and make catches with his hands away from his body in tight coverage. Combine these skills with what I think 
is good speed and Cooper has NFL potential.

O
verall W

eaknesses

I didn't see him face press coverage. He will need to work on extending his routes in the pros when he plays with QBs that will look to more than one quadrant of the field and 
expect him to work back to them more often.

Separation 

Cooper did a very smooth job of getting separation on a deep streak by stemming the route to the outside off his release and the bending it more to the inside to turn around the CB 
and get four yards separation down the sideline before he even caught pass that he took 80 yards for the score with 3:10 in the half. He got separation in the back of the end zone 
late in the half, but the pass was intentionally thrown out of bounds because of pressure in the pocket. Cooper sank his hips pretty well on a sideline curl for eight yards to get 
separation against single coverage. His technique got the CB to turn and run just as he began his break.

R
outes 

Good job working back to the QB on a 12-yard catch on a 3rd and 16 with 1:59 in the 1st QTR. Excellent deep streak route in single coverage and an almost better catch for a 44-
yard gain with 3:16 in the 3rd QTR. Cooper did a great job setting up the CB during his release, dipping once slightly outside just inside the first down marker as if he was about to 
run a short hitch, then stemmed the route to the outside two steps later as if he were about to break inside on an dig route which turned the CB around so Cooper could dip back to 
the outside and outrun the CB down the field to get a couple of steps on him—an excellent deep route. Good, sharp cut to the inside on a crossing route for seven yards early in the 
4th QTR.

R
eceiving 

Cooper's first target of the game was a screen to the right side. Cooper caught the ball with his hands and got to great seal blocks from the inside so he could gain 15 yards straight 
down the right sideline with 12:14 in the 1st QTR. Good job diving back to the football for a 12-yard catch on a 3rd and 16 with 1:59 in the 1st QTR. He cradled the ball to his body 
with good technique on this play. Good job catching the 35-yard streak over his inside shoulder with his hands, in stride, and beating his already toasted CB another 45 yards down 
the sideline for an 80-yard score. Good timing with Tebow on a 17-yard out to catch it at the sideline on the run, keeping his feet inbounds, an using his hands to make the grab 
with 3:35 in the 3rd QTR. Cooper got behind his opponent on a deep streak with 3:14 in the 3rd QTR, but his QB threw the ball late and Cooper had to turn back to the throw and 
make a leaping catch over the outside shoulder of the trailing corner to make the grab of a ball thrown a little over 40 yards in the air for a 44-yard gain.

Elusiveness 
B

all Cooper carried the screen pass down the right sideline under his left arm, exposing it to the pursuit. He needs to remember to switch the ball to his sideline arm when running after 
the catch. He also held the ball very loose from his body as he ran with hit.

B
alance 

B
locking

V
ision 

P
ow

er
D

urability 
C

haracter 




